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Summary

3«nd strain colarancaa war* studied on a 2869 fila-
aent bronze-processed NbiSn wlra conductor In magnetic
fields eo 8 T. Relative*values of tha vtre's currant
transfer langth to cwist pitch were shown to lnfluance
th* band-strain tolaranca. Low matrix raaistivitiaa,
associatad with Sn-daplatad bronzes following heat-
creatmants of 48 h at 725*C, produca currant tranafar
langtha laaa than tha twist pitch, 10 ma. Tha result'
ing bend-strain tolarancaa, at 10-12 ohm-cm, ara !•-
provad ovar thoaa found for ahortar heat-treatment
times. Results froa band-fatigua experiments vara
divided into two domains saparatad by tha strain value
required eo produca compound cracking, £$. Appliad
bending straina laaa than sS vara found to incraasa zaro
strain critical currant valuas and thia incraaaa was
tndapandant of tha number of fatigua cycles. Whan
applying strains large anough to produca cracking in tha
coapound critical currants dacraaaad froai chair as-
raactad valuas eandlng to raach a minimum after savaral
fatigua cyelee. Evidtnca axista for a neutral axis
shift during banding and slight differences batwaan
canaile and band strain tolarancas ara accounted for in
terms of such a shift.

Introduction

Earlier work on aonofilaacntary conductors haa
demonstrated the conplexltiea of interpreting bend
strain-critical current measurements in Sb$Sti composite
conductors.1~3 A thorough description of bend strain
behavior auat include such factors as tha neutral axis
shift1"3 and current transfer affects,4 both of which
can influence bend strain tolerances. In this paper,
rather than presenting a quantitative analysis of the
dependence of critical current on bending strains in the
aultifilaaentary conductor, we present data that
elucidates qualitatively the salient features of the
bend strain theory. In addition, wa discuss results
from band fatigua experiments and Interpret thea in
light of a recently available theory of fatigue de-
veloped for multifilaaantary compoaites.5

Experimental Proceedura

Details of the experimental equipment have been de-
scribed elsewhere,1 but a few points are specific to
this paper. To facilitate obtaining small bend strains
within the confines of a 3" workspace, the wires were
heat-treated on a 2" diameter graphite aold. Bending
was dona by hand ae rooa temperature ovar a bakalite
mandrel. During bend fatigua tests, the samples ware
strained in small sequential stepa to the desired strain
levels. The curvature of as-reactad wires prevented
the specimens froa rotating during the bending opera-
tions. Tha specimen holder was made of G-10. Care was
taken to insure that voltage and current contacts were
separated by a factor of at least twice the conductor's
current-transfer length.

All data presented here were collected on 2869
filament Jft̂ Sn conductors manufactured by Airco.
Specific details of the conductor's geometry have been
published elsewhere,0 but it should be noted that sixty

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Cepart-
aent of Energy.

percent of the conductor's crosa sectional area was Cu,
it's overall diameter was 0.52 as, and It's twist pitch
was ltf na.

Results and Discussion

It is well established that both tensile and com-
presslve atraina decrease critical currents la ffi>35n.7
In as-reacted conductors the A15 compound is compres-
sively strained by the excessive thermal contraction of
the bronza matrix." When a tensile strain is appliad
to tha conductor it counter balances the residual com-
pressive strain with a net result that critical cur-
rants increase toward the strain-free valua of the com-
pound. Bending introduces both tensile and compressive
strains, however, and for a multifilamentary conductor
which has been twisted to decouple the filaments and
reduce ac loasaa (a common practice), this produces
variations in tha critical currant along the length of
individual filaments. Such variations in current
denalty can force transfer of current ("sharing") be-
tween the filaments, and tha effects of the bend strain
on the overall critical current of the conductor will
depend on the details of such current sharing.

The degree of current sharing will be a function
of the resistivity of the bronze matrix, the geometry
of the conductor, and the amount of resistivity de-
veloped in the superconductor at the particular level
of current under consideration; because of the latter,
the degree of sharing at the onset of the resistive
transition will depend upon the sensitivity of the
measurement, i.e. the criterion for the occurrence of
the transition. The propensity for current sharing can
be characterized by a "current-transfer length", x-,in,
defined as the length required for a local fluctuation
in the resistivity to decay to some selected value by
means of currant transfer among neighboring fila-
ments.4. '

When twisted aultifllaaentar; conductors ara bent
the induced current sharing will depend on the rel-
ative values of twist pitch, i, and the current trans-
fer length, Xgin* If i/*«in « 1 strain-induced
variations in critical currant occur over distances
shorter than those necessary for current tranafer to
other filament*. The net result is that current in a
particular filament will be determined by the mininua
valua of critical currant density in that filament.
Current sharing can only ba affective if the tranafar
length is less than the twist pitch or l/ic^in >> !•
In this latter case overall conductor current den-
sities during bend straining will be given by an
average over rhe conductor cross-section of the crit-
ical current densities of the individual filaments.

When variations in tha critical-currant density
force current sharing between filaments, this gives
rise to a linear increase in voltage as a consequence
of tha resistivity of tha normal matrix. The sequence
of V-I curves depicted in Fig. 1 demonstrates this
effect. Numbers at the left in the figure represent
bend diameters. Current sharing, revealed by a linear
increase in voltage, can ba discerned in all tha curves
axcapt that for the as-reacted wire, for which no bend-
ing strains have been applied to the sample. Current
sharing in the as-fatigued sample results because the
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Fig. 1. Reproduction of experimental V-I curvaa obtainad during band fatigua tait at 6 T.
Mot* tha introduction of a linaar risa in voltaga following fatiguing 50 cyclas at
0.2% strain and during subsequent banding. This is indicativa of currant transfer
batwaan filaaanta. Numbers at tha laft of tha figure raprasant band diamatars.

appliad strains plastically dafomad tha tansionad por-
tion of tha bronze and left a residual band strain in
the conductor. (The two-inch label associated with the
as-fatigued curve is only nominal since the measured
band diameter attar fatiguing was 1.83".)

Also apparent in Fig. 1 is a fieri mum in the Ic-bend
relationship. A peak in the Ic-bend strain curve is
often observed for this conductor, and Fig. 2 illustrates
such behavior for a typical as-reacted saapla. Tensile-
strain data are also included in Fig. 2 for comparison
purposes. There exists a nsxlmum in tha bend strain
curva at "0.2Z strain. The apparent onset of irrever-
sible lc-s behavior, associated with compound crack-
ing ,1° differs slightly for the tensile and banding
strains. We estimate this difference to be 0.1 - 0.15!?,
with compound cracking occurring at lower strains in the
bend test. These characteristics are consistent with:
i) sufficient current sharing that the critical current
density is oore-or-lecs an average over a cross-section
of that of the deformed filaments, and ii) during band-
ing a shift in the specimen's neutral axis occurs as a
consequence of plasticity in the tansioned portion of
the bronze matrix.2,3 This shift results froa inter-
action between applied and residual strains and produces
an asymmetry between the areas of tha compression and
tension portions of the conductor's cross sectional area;
consequently *. cross-sectional average of the critical
current density results in an Initial increase to a
aaximum of tha average critical-current density. A de-
tailed analysis of aonofilamantary conductor!3 has been
done wherein it was shown that whan tha neutral-axis
3hlft is taken into account the entire bend-strain curve
can be calculated from the tensile data. Calculations
ara currently being conducted for the aultifllamentary
configurations. It Is anticipated that inclusion of the
neutral axis shift will account for both the observed
peak in tha bend strain data as wall as the apparent
differences in bend and tensile cracking strains.

As discussed above, the bend-strain response of a
aultifilamantary conductor depends on the current-trans-
fer length relative to the twist-pitch of tha conductor.
Examples ara presented in Figs. 3 and 4 of how heat
treatment time can altar the transfer length,and there-
fore, the bend-strain tolerances. At a detection sen-
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Fig. 2. Normalized critical-current vs. bend-strain be-
havior (open circles) determined at 5x 10
oha»cm and 6 T. (Heat treatment: 2 h at
725*C.) Critical current-tensile strain data
are taken froa reference #5. The peak in I c -
bend strain behavior is indicative of a neutral
axis shift during bending. The small difference
in fracture strains denoted by si and if) is a
manifestation of this neutral axis shift.



Fig. 3. Ih« critical-currant va. band-scrain relation-
ship tor a conductor whoaa *S/*nin valuas ara
0.55 and 1.2 ac an ovarall resistivity of 10"12

and 5x10-12 oha>cn raapactivaly. HaaC treat-
ment: 4 h at 725*C. Sn contint In bronza *12
wc2; p m * 2xl0~* oha«ca.

**12sitlvlty of 10 oha-ca ttrn band (train tolerance is
conaidarably batcar for cha 48 h than for eha 4 h haac
treatment. 2kia,4i9 working froa a theory of currant
;ranifar originated by M. N. Wilson of Rutherford Labo-
ratories, haa shown tha currant transfer langth to ba
raprasantad by

(4.1 s 10"2) (p /p*)1/2D (1)

tor a Nb3Sn conductor. Hart pa is tha matrix resis-
tivity, p* la tha detection sensitivity and 0 tha con-
ductor's diameter. A dapandanca of xggi, on pa is claar.
Microproba analysis confiras that following ths 48 h
haat traataant tha bronza aanrix has baan daplatad to
lass than 13 Sn, this changes pB. Aasualng a llnaar da-
pandanca of resistivity on Sn conesntration, .J/xnin as
10-12 oha-ca changaa froa 0.53 In tha 4 h saapla to 1.9
aftar a 48 h haat traataant. At this dataction sen-
sitivity, currant transfer la Halted in tha 4 h saapla
and tha conductor's ovarall criticsl currant reflects
only the minimum valuas of critical currant along each
filament. Sn depletion in tha aatrix and its concomi-
tant decrease in resistivity shortens the traasfar
length to a value less than the twist pitch. This de-
crease allows affective currant transfer and improves
the aaaaurad band strain sensitivity. Changes in tha
currant transfer behavior ara not seen at the less-sen-
sltive detection level (5 x 10-12 ohm.cm), since pre-
sumably tha amount of currant flowing at this resis-
tivity level is sufficient to force effective transfar
•van in the low-resistivity bronze (note figure captions
for i/*nia values).

Tha results of bend-fatigue measurements are sum-
marized in Fig. 5, where the conductor's critical cur-
rent following fatigue cycling, normalized by the aa-

Fig. 4. The critical-currant vs. bend-strain relation-
ship for a conductor whole •£/xaj,n values are
1.9 and 4 at an overall resistivity of 10-12
and 5x10-^2 oha*c. respectively. Heet treat-
ment: 48 h at 72S*C. Sn content in bronze
<1X; p a < 1.6x10-7 ohm'ca.

reacted vilue, is plotted as a function of the number
of fatigue cycles. The two strain cycles 0 Z 0.22 and
0 ~ 0.39Z l ie within the conductor's reversible strain
domain while the cycle 0 Z 1.08* represents strain
values which produce compound cracking. Cycling within
the reversible domain results in an initial increasa in
critical currant with tha first cycle; continued cycl-
ing does not change I= . This increase probably results
from removal of residual coapresaiva prastraln as plas-
tic flow in tha aatrix during tha first cycle altars
tha triaxial stress state on the compound. Fatigue
cycling in the irreversible domain decreases the criti-
cal currant, with this effect becoming more pronounced
during continued cycling. A ainlaua level is reached
after SO cycles. Compound cracking accounts for this
decrease.

A recent discussion of the theory of fatigue ef-
fects in composite A15 conductors points out that for
small strains plastic deformation of the bronze can be
limited to only the. first cycle (single-cycle shaka-
down).10 Larger strains enter a aultl-eycle shake-down
regime in which continued fatigue cycling results in
accumulated plastic strain In tha bronza. Room tempera-
ture stress-strain measurements on tha present conduc-
tor showed that the 0 Z 0.2Z cycle was la tha single-
cycle regine, while the cycle 0 £ 0.39t was in tha
multi-cycle regime. It should ba noted that following
each cycle tha critical current was aeaaured at a con-
stant bend-diameter on the specimen holder even though
with accumulating plastic strain in the bronze the free
standing wire's curvature was changing slightly.
Measuring at a fixed band-diameter insured the saae
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Fig. 5. Critical currtnc after fatiguing, normalized
by ch« aa-reacted value1, as a function of eha
r.umbtr of bend-fatigue cycles. Haae trMtraent
v»s 24 h ac 725'C, 6 X; onset resistivity:
5 :< 10~12 ohm«ca.

axial strain in the elastic filament and eharafora an
essentially constant value of I c . We antlcipata that
the I c of eh* free-standing wire cycled in tht sulti-
cycla regime would indaad b« a function of tha number of
fatigue cydas in accordance with eha intrinsic depen-
danca of I c on strain. However, such affacts should b«
much smallar than thost scan for* fatigu* cycles in tha
irravarsibla domain.

The question arises as to the influence of bend
fatigue on subsequent strain tolerances. Figure 6 pre-
sents data on the effect of fatigue cycling (0 * 0.2Z)
on the bend-strain tolerance. The results presented in
Fig. 6 ara also illustrative of the cycle 0 Z 0.39Z.
The solid curve represents the as-reacted saaple while
che dashed line is representative of the Ic-b*nd atraln
behavior following fatigue cycling up to 500 times. It
was mentioned above that such cycling tends to remove
some of eha residual prestraln and undoubtedly alters
the triaxlal nature of the stress state. These changes
eliminate the maximum In the Ic-bend strain relation-
ship but do not have any aajor deleterious effects on
the overall strain tolerance.

Summary

Experimental work has been presented which demon-
strates current-sharing effects in a twisted multiflla-
nentary »3Sn conductor. As a result of matrix re-
sistivity changes Incurred during heat-traataant, cur-
rant-transfer lengths were found to be a function of
heat-craataent time. Current-sharing is limited in
samples having; high matrix resistivities, ie . short henc
treatment times, and bend strain tolerances therefore
reflect the minimum critical current of individual fila-
ments. The overall-conductor current-density vs. strain
relationship Is improved for longer heat treatment times
due to lower matrix resistivities, shorter current-trans-
fer lengths, and more affective current-sharing.

It was also shown that bend-fatigue cycling within
tha reversible strain domain haa only a subtle effect
on subsequent bend-strain tolerances. Such cycling into
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Fig. 6. Critical currant as a function of bend strain,
i l lustrat ing the effect of bending fatigua on
subsequent strain tolerance at 5 T. Data
points ara values averaged over a l l cycles.

the irreversible domain rasults in progressive current
degradation.
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